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јಶ።
ౘ൴ିڒ ٺ1989 ѐଂ઼࡚ Arizona ̂ጯਝ۩፟ୠրᒔ
౾̀ጯҜĂ༊ѐӈаᄂ̂ᑕ˧ٙЇିҌ̫Ąдᑕ˧ٙЇିܐ
ഇĂౘି͕Ըˢ߹វᘦࡁژ̶ّؠտĂᑕϡٺ഻͔ᑜ
ಏཧ̝ͯϠயᄦ̚ĄЯጯఙࡁտ˯۞ܑனĂؕٺϔ઼ˣ
˩˟ѐᒔ઼ࡊົࡁտረĂ̱ѐ̰ాᜈᒔˬѨঅၷĂ
ޢГᒔདࠎ઼ࡊົপࡗࡁտࣶĂഇВ̱ѐĄΩٺϔ઼˝˩
ѐᒔ̋̚ጯఙረĂ˝˩˘ѐᒔିֈొጯఙረĂ˝˩αѐ
ᒔିֈొ઼छᓾळିĄٺϔ઼ˣ˩̣ѐĂᒔᇇ઼Ԉ౾ૄ
ົܛග˘ඊረܛᇇ઼ Erlangen ̂ጯࡁտణય˘ѐćˣ˩
˛ѐĂᒔࡻ઼઼ࡊົ˘ඊረ ܛGlasgow ̂ጯү
ᗟႊᓾฉĄ
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ౘ൴ିڒᒔିֈొ઼छᓾळ

ౘିଂϔ઼ˣ˩ˬѐԸˢి̳ྮܜᐋ
఼ࢲ̶̝̍ژᄃͫխᔖᙱϠࡁտĂЯдᐋͫ
խ፧ᛜநኢ˯۞প֍ྋĂצᔛٺଊ˳።Ϋ
۞ᝋ˧ރጯഇΏ ASME Applied Mechanics Review
˯൴ܑტෞኢ͛ĞReview ArticleğĄдᐋ̍
ࡁտ˯۞ᚥĂ઼̍̚रጯົϺ̟Ķ̍
ିķĄ࿅Ν˩ѐдౠ̋ᐋ఼ࢲࡁտ˯Ăౘି
̈́ࡁտဥฤАזޢкีវјڍĂ҃Δ̳ిآ

፟ୠƟՄफ़Ɵਕࡊԫ

ྮٺд 2006 ѐ 6 ఼֘͡Ăࠎྋඍۤົ̂ி၆ᐋщБ̝Ⴗ
ᇋĂౘି઼֭̚ٺॡಡᇤ͛ᄲځᐋ̰ЧΞਕ൴Ϡ۞఼
ࢲયᗟĄ

វᚥְᖹ
ౘିଂ1994ѐԸˢి̳ྮܜᐋ఼ࢲ̶̝̍ژ
ᄃͫխᔖᙱϠࡁտĂᄃϹ఼ొ઼າ̍ޙԊඈ࠹
ᙯಏҜЪү̫֞ĂВԆј̣ІିޙЪү९Ăࢋ̍ү
ߏ੫၆Δ˯ྮ̳ిآЧ࣎ܜᐋĞ͍тܜ྿13̳
֧̝ౠ̋ᐋğઇЧᄃ఼ࢲѣᙯΞਕ൴Ϡ۞ڶېྋ
ژĂтᐋͫխ۞ଠ఼ࢲ̈́ᑕតା೯ăᐋᒖဩᄃ
఼ࢲሀё̝ޙϲඈĄഇมᄃ̍ಏҜღ੨ЪĂధк
ࡁտјۡڍତࠎ̍ಏҜଳϡĂ၆࠹ᙯనࢍ̈́߉ְ̍
ีѣវ۞ᚥĂ߇ٺϔ઼ˣ˩̣ѐᒔϹ఼ొ̟
ĶࡁିޙտᐹඈረķĂࠎྍѐࢵޘረćЯࡁտౠ̋ᐋ
̿યᗟĂٙ൴઼ܑ̚ٺ፟ୠጯΏ̝ኢ͛ᒔ઼̍̚
रጯົ̟Ķྜ͇Ҧኢ͛ረౢķćЯдᐋͫխ፧
 ᛜ  ந ኢ ˯ ۞  প ֍ ྋ Ă  ઼ ࡚ צ፟ ୠ ̍  ጯ ົ Ŝ ᄃࡁտˠࣶ˘Тซˢౠ̋ᐋᐝݱˢ˾߉̍
ĞASMEğࢦෛĂ҃צᔛٺଊ˳።Ϋ۞ᝋ˧ރጯഇΏ
ASME Applied Mechanics Review ˯൴ܑ˘ቔѣᙯᐋͫխ
۞ტෞኢ͛ĞReview ArticleğćЯдᐋ̍ࡁտ˯۞
ᚥĂ઼̍̚रጯົϺ̟Ķ̍ିķĄ˲ѩረᐽĂ
ౌјࠎౘିдጯఙૄᖂࡁտ̈́̍ᑕϡࡁտ˯˘۵݈ซ۞
જ˧Ą
࿅Ν˩ѐдౠ̋ᐋ఼ࢲࡁտ˯Ăౘି̈́ࡁտဥฤА
זޢкีវјڍĂ࠹ܫ၆ᐋ఼ࢲ۞నࢍᄃგநѣధк
ӄৈĄͽ˭̶ีᄲ̝ځĈ
˘ăౠ̋ᐋ఼ࢲրሀᑢёĈ
ѩёਕӈॡീౠ̋ᐋдЇң֘߹˭ڶېĂր
̰̙Тડ߱۞ঈ߹൴णଐԛĂӧᙱ࠹ޘ༊Ă
˵ߏБ͵ࠧௐ˘इਕా఼გ఼ࢲր̰ĂइЧ
ᇴ˩έࢲ፟ᇴ˼ዃՠ֘ٙଯજ۞ঈ߹̝ม۞Ϲ̢
үϡĂТॡᓑϲ̶ژ۰Ąइё۞ࢍზ࠹༊ܮ
ଥĂࢍზిޘԣ˫टٽፆүĂ၆გಏҜೠଠᐋ
఼̰ࢲᒖဩᄃщБѣ̙Ξٕ۞υࢋ
ّĄགྷ࿅ё۞̶ژĂԧࣇਕ੫၆
ౠ̋ᐋٙΞਕ൴Ϡ۞֘߹ڶې೩
఼ࢲඉரĂᛊтĂԧࣇޙᛉᐋ̿
۞ྋՙ͞ߏڱĶѣड़გ֘ݭ̂טዃֹ
ϡᐋķĂϒߏϫ݈გಏҜٙଳפ
۞ϹଠඉரĄΩ˘ඉரĶҖ֘มܲ
 50 ̳͎ķ˵ߏԧࣇٙޙᛉ఼ࢲඉர
۞ؼҩĂтѩ̖ਕѣड़гଠ߹֘ט
ޘĂซ҃ೠଠᐋ̰۩ঈݡኳᄃᒅ
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ޘត̼Ąְ၁˯Ă50̳͎۞มߏ͉࿅ܲٺчĂЯ
გಏҜፉ͕֘ዃᇠ͔ٕ֘ͫխඈՀ̂۞ຍ
γĄࡶ˘̷ਕೠଠሢቚĂᑕΞГᒺ̈มĄ
˟ă̳ྮᐋրͫխ፧ଵ̝ࢲ፟րፆүĈ
ԧࣇֶፂᐋͫխଠ̶ژඕڍĂࡁ൴˘इЪ઼
ᅫྮົםఢቑ̝ଠԔᄃԫఙĶϹଠ͕ͫ̚խ
ଐဩࢲ፟ፆүཝёķĂਕѣड̶़ፆଠ఼ࢲր
̝ᇴѺέࢲ፟ͽଠטౠ̋ᐋ̝፧ᕖĂ၆
ࢍՏ͇ѣ˯༱ዃ఼֘Җ̝ౠ̋ᐋ̝Җ֘щБ೩ֻ
˘ࢦࢋ۞ܲᅪĄ
ˬă̳ྮᐋಏᕇ֘߹ᄃঈ߹ТՎႾଠԫఙĈ
ฟ൴˘इ֘߹ᇆညႾീրĂ̚ӣ˘इ֘߹ᄃঈ
߹ೱზёĂপᕇߏдܜᐋ̚ͽಏᕇႾീפ
кᕇႾീĂ֭ਕ͟؆ႾଠĂਕ༼࠷̂ณᆇጡన౯
ჯ࣒གྷĂߏ˘इܮଥ̝ᐋ఼ࢲրፆଠԫఙĄ
αă̳ྮᐋխचᑕត̈́ା೯̝ᇾүຽԔĈ
ࢎܜྮ̳ؠᐋ̝խचᑕត̈́ା೯ᇾүຽԔĂ
ఢቑା೯ᖐߛၹ̈́ఢထ֨խٙᅮన౯Ăࢎؠፋវ
ღާᑕតүຽĂүࠎგಏҜ၁гፆүֶ̝
ፂĄֱᇾүຽԔ̏జϹ఼ొ࠹ᙯಏҜ
ٙଳϡĂϫ݈ˣ̋נᐋΔ۞ྮ̳ిآЧܜᐋ
ౌߏͽѩֶࠎፂĂࢎؠ၁ᅫેҖ۞Ϲ఼გந
ᏱڱĄ

Ŝ
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ᄃ઼̍ԊТ̥Ъᇆ

Δ ٺ̏ྮ̳ిآ2006 ѐ 6 ఼֘͡Ăҭ఼֘گࢲޢ
̙ᕝĂࢋߏۤົ̂ி࿆၆ᐋщБ՟ѣ͕ܫĂ
ጹ۞ߏĂგಏҜ˵Ϗ੫၆̂ி۞Ⴗᇋдௐ˘ॡ
มઇ˘ᄲځĂͽٺౄјధкᄱົă̙щăయ
ᙱČඈඈ̙ᑕ൴Ϡְ̝Ą઼̚ॡಡՀ͔ϡౘି۞
ࡁտјڍĂд7͡5 ă6 ˟͟ͽᐝ୧າჷಡጱౠ̋ᐋ
Ξਕ൴Ϡ̿ᄃ˘উ̼፧ޘ࿅۞યᗟĄՀ̙
ߏ۞ضĂТॡдೀ͇̚Ă˫൴ϠೀІҬͼߏგ
ಏҜგந̙༊ٙౄј۞ຍγְІĂ၆ౠ̋ᐋ۞Җ
֘щБᛉᗟՀߏͫ˯ΐڵĄְ၁˯Ăֱᇎ͕ᄃۋ
ኢౌΞͽᔖҺĂЯࠎдԧࣇᄃ઼̍Ԋ۞Ъүࢍ൪۞
ඕኢ̚Ăౌ̏གྷޝᄲְֱځІ൴Ϡ۞Ξਕّ
࠹ᙯྋՙᏱڱĄᛊтĂԧࣇٙ൴ण۞Ķౠ̋ᐋ
఼ࢲրሀᑢёķಶΞͽ̶ژᐋ̰۞ঈᄃ˘
উ̼۞ត̼ଐԛĂధкϹ఼۞˭ڶې̿ᄃ˘উ
̼፧̶ޘҶౌ̏ྶдಡӘ३̚ĂౌΞोֽᄲ
ځ۞ĄგಏҜεΝдௐ˘ॡมᄲݵ۞ځ፟Ă
वᆧۤົ̂ிӧᕘĂٙͽĂ֗ࠎౠ̋ᐋ̣ี఼ࢲ
ࢍ൪۞ˠĂԧѣయЇֱયᗟШ̂छᄲځ
ĂЯѩᆷ˞ቔൺ͛Ķౠ̋ᐋ̿ΞͽଠგķΏ
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ྶ઼̚ٺॡಡĂгШۤົ̂ிᄲځᐋ̰Ч
Ξਕ൴Ϡ۞఼ࢲયᗟĄ
ᔵ৾ᕘ̙ᕝĂҭϫ݈გಏҜٙଳ۞פధкϹგନ߉
ౌߏଂԧࣇ۞ࡁտјڍඕኢٙઇ۞ޙᛉ҃ࢎטĂᓝּт˭Ĉ
˘ăᚑॾࢋՐܲҖ֘ᗓĂ֭నཉБॡมᛷᇆ፟ᐌॡ
āāāāႾീĈ
ֶፂᐋ఼ࢲր̶ژඕڍĂԧࣇޙᛉࢋ
ܲ˘߹֘۞ؠณĂቁܲᐋ̰۩ঈޘ
ᄃ˘উ̼፧ົ̙ޘ࿅ĂТॡ˵ਕ֘
Җְ߇൴Ϡ۞ΞਕّࢫҲĂͽᔖҺᇠٙ
͔۞ͫխĞҭϫ݈ࢋՐҖ֘มჯ 50
̳͎Ăߏ͉࿅ܲٺчğĄ
˟ă༰఼ͤ̂֘ݭҖĈ
ֶፂԧࣇଣᐋঈត̶̼ژٙඕڍ
҃ેҖѩඉரĂͽ֨ͤᐋ̿યᗟ൴Ϡ
̈́ٙΞਕ൴Ϡ۞ᑡᇠٕᇠְІĄ

Ŝ

ᄃࡁտဥฤдౠ̋ᐋ̰߉̍னಞ

ˬăࡁտనཉ̂֘ݭዃϡĈ
ߏᐋ̿ሀᑢ̶̚ژՀᎵ̶ژٙ۞ඕڍĂਕ
̂֘ݭٙౄј۞યᗟүొଣĂԓ୕ਕ̂ݭ
֘ٙΞਕ൴Ϡ۞યᗟࢫҲĄ
αăдᐋ˾నཉᛳঐ֨ฤᄃᐋାխన౯Ĉ
ߏֶፂᐋͫխ߹̶ژඕڍĂޙᛉା೯ඈޞॡ
มᒺൺĂ߇ᅮдᐋ˾నཉᛳঐ֨ಏҜĄ
̣ăࢋՐዼዺˠдᐋ̰ฟୁᗆؠᛋᇃᐛĈ
ಶߏԓ୕ឰዼዺˠਕۢᐋ̰൴Ϡ۞னڶĂͷۢ
тңᑕតĂ̙҃ົ൴ϠऻຖĄ
˯ֱޙᛉౌߏдԧࣇ݈۞ࡁտ९ٙ̚ඕኢ̝
វޙᛉĄҭֱନ߉ౌߏజજёგଠĂΩγᑕྍГనཉͽ˭
ีજͷજၗ۞გந̖ਕݶड़ĄĞ˘ğăᑕଳϡӈॡႾଠ
րĂ੨Ъ݈۞Ķౠ̋ᐋ఼ࢲր̶ژёķд༊ॡ֘
߹˭ڶېٙሀᑢ۞ࢲಞĂͽՙؠٙᑕଳࢲ۞פ఼፟ࢲሀ
ёĂ̖ਕдְ߇൴ϠॡĂϤڒҖଠ͕̚ˠࣶдௐ˘ॡม
̰Ăઇϒቁ۞ҿᕝᄃજүĄĞ˟ğăᑕдϹ߹ˢ˾
ቁ၁ѣड़гგଠ఼̂֘ݭҖĂֱ͍֤ߏ྅ྶΞ፼۞ۏఱᕢ
֘ăڵឫ֘ă̼ጯ֘ඈĄЯࠎ̂֘ݭдᐋ̰ྵٽ൴Ϡְ߇
ĞϤለ߷ܕѐֽ۞ᐋְ߇ۢğĂ˫ߏᐋ̿۞֎Ăͷ
˘ό൴Ϡְ߇Ăٽ̙ــќ߂Ą

ረຏ֏
ѨͽĶౠ̋ᐋࡁտјڍķᒔĶ̮ڌረķĂ͕
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̚ѣధкຏຐຏᔁĄࢋ˘ᕇಶߏ˩ѐֽ۞ࡁտ
јڍਕזצኜҜᆶߤ؎ࣶ۞ؠۺĂܧ૱ຏᔁĂߏԧࣇ
ֱଂְࡊԫࡁտ۰ٙЋ࠽۞˘ᕇခᐽᄃӄ˧Ąࡶ
ԧࣇۤົਕк˘ᕇခᐽĂ͌˘ᕇయᙱĂಶົՀே
Ăࡶ̂छਕଂछलઇĂಶѣ፟ົར၁זፋ઼࣎
छۤົĂ̮ڌ̳፟ΦјϲĶ̮ڌረķᑕ˵ߏѣѩ
நهĄ̮ڌ̳፟Φдᄂ៉።Ϋଊ˳Ăߏԧ઼፟
ຽă۩አຽăछຽČඈ͞ࢬ۞ᅳА۰Ăдԧ઼80
ѐ۞གྷᑻࢳॡĂԷႊགྷᑻซՎଯજ۰۞֎
Ŝ

дܧݑฟഭ˯ᇆĂͽѩֽͯ
ܑ၆Ķ̮ڌረķ۞͚ᄃຏᔁ

ҒĄࠎа㒝ۤົ֭ခᐽஎˢࡁտĂ̮ڌ̳፟Φј
ϲૄົܛĂ֭ ٺ12 ѐ݈ฟؕୁજĶ̮ڌረķ۞ෞᏴ
߿જĄдԧ઼̄ຽቿݎ൴ण̝ᅫĂధкЋຽ೩ֻ

۞ࡁտረีౌߏခᐽ̄ᙷࡁտĂĶ̮ڌረķߏТॡခ
ᐽࡊԫˠ̝͛ࡁտ۰۞͌ᇴረี̝˘Ăͷࡊԫᙷ̙֭
ࢨٺ፟˘ีĂ၆፟ୠᙷࡁտˠࣶ҃֏ĂĶ̮ڌረķߏ
઼̰˘ϤЋຽ೩ֻଂְ፟ୠᙷࡁտ۰Ϧኛ̝ረܛĂд
ிк̄ᙷረีᒖᖒ̝˭ĂពপҾࠡෳĄϤـѐረ
ЩಏۢĂĶ̮ڌረķٙ၆෪Ӯߏ઼̰ࡁ൴ᅳા̝
ۢЩˠ̀ĂӮдྍีᅳા̚ѣמᚥ۰Ąᗝረܛ
ӛ͔ˠĂ҃ѩረีܑ̝ٙၷᑕߏଂְࡁ൴̍
ү۞Т̥ٙߺߺሄ۰Ą

The TECO Award
Professor Falin Chen has taught at Institute of Applied
Mechanics in National Taiwan University College of Engineering since 1989, right after he received the Ph.D. degree in Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering from the University of
Arizona. In the very beginning of his hire to teach, he focussed
on the research of applying the stability analysis of fluid into the
production of single crystal turbine blades. Numerous awards
were won for his achievements in academic research, including
three times Outstanding Research Award from the National Science Council during 1993 and 1998; two times Distinguished
Research Fellow from the National Science Council during 1998
and 2004. Besides the honor from NSC, he also received the
Sun Yet Sian Academy Award in 2001, Academy Award from
Ministry of Education in 2002, and Chair Professor of National
Forum offered by the Ministry of Education in 2005. Moreover,
he was a visiting professor in Cambridge University in 1993 for
six months funded by NSC and in Universitaet von ErlangenNuernberg for one year in 1996 funded by Alexander von
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Humboldt -Stiftung (AvH) Research Fellowship Program. In
1998, he was invited by the EPSRC of UK to give a series of
lecture in fluid mechanics in University of Glasgow for two
weeks.
Besides all the fundamental researches, Professor Chen
cooperated with National Expressway Engineering Bureau and
other institutes to do the research on the ventilation system, and
the fire safety and evacuation of expressway tunnel. Five
successful cases wre achieved since 1994. The main task
was to do all the scenario analyses on the ventilation system for each tunnel on the Taipei-Yilan Freeway.
(Particularly, the Xue-Shan Tunnel is the longest road tunnel in Asia with nearly 13km long.) The scenario analyses
for tunnels include ventilation and smoke control, emergency
rescue, air and the environment, and etc. In close coordination and collaboration with the engineering department,
many of his research results were applied during this period.
With the concrete contribution to the correlation design and
the construction, the Excellent Research Award, the first
prize of the year from the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications was won in 1996. Also, his research on
the temperature rise issues on the Xue-Shan Tunnel was
Ŝ ৭дౠ̋ᐋ̝Б߱ࢬଧ፟ĞTBMğ݈
published in the Journal of Chinese Society of Mechanical
Engineering and won the Zhan T'ien-you Medal from the
Chinese Institute of Engineers. Because of hi2 unique viewpoint
on the theory of Smoke Propagation in road tunnels, he was invited by the ASME to publish a review article on the Applied
Mechanics Review journal. With all the research contributions
to the road tunnel, the Outstanding Engineering Professor Award
was offered to him by the Chinese Institute of Engineers. Through
all these honors, it becomes an advance power in both his academic research and engineering application research.
In the past ten years, many concrete achievements had obtained successively by his research team. Great contributions
had made on the tunnel-ventilated design and the tunnel management issues. Some are highlighted below:
1. The simulation program for the ventilation system in
Xue-Shan Tunnel: This program can do the real time
forecast on the pattern of the airflow in different sectors
under any traffic condition. Moreover, this program was
the world first that can process the simultaneous analysis on the airflow generated by dozens of air machines
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and thousands of automobiles within the pipe ventilation system. With the characteristics of convenience, high
performance, and easy to operate; this program becomes
the essential tool for managers to control the environment and safety on tunnel-ventilation. Through the
analysis, the best ventilation strategy can proposed based
on all the possible traffic conditions. For example, “Have
effective access control on the large-scale vehicles in
tunnel” is one of the strategies applied currently. “Keep
a safe distance about 50 meters when driving” is another
strategy with effective traffic flow control applied to better manage the air quality, the temperature change, and
humidity change. In fact, the safe distance can be further reduced under well control. However, to avoid the
traffic jam and fire caused by the traffic accident, the 50
meters’ rule is applied.
2. The ventilation system for fire smoke emission in highway tunnel: Based on the analysis result of tunnel fire
smoke control, he proposed a technology fully conform
to the International Road Federation standard called
“Ventilation Operating System for Fire Scenario Analysis in Highway Tunnel”. With effectively control on the
tunnel-ventilation, this system plays an important role
in the traffic safety for thousands of vehicles pass through
the Xue-Shan Tunnel everyday.
3. Synchronous single-point monitoring
technology of traffic-flow and airflow in the
highway tunnel: The monitoring technology
includes a traffic-flow image monitor system and a conversion formula between traffic-flow and airflow. The monitoring technology with 24 hours single-point monitoring technology is very practical that saves a
lot of money on equipments and maintenance compare to multi-point monitoring.
4. Set up a SOP to carry out highway tunnel disaster and
rescue: The SOP includes regulations for organization
chart, necessary equipments, and contingency plan and
is applicable to the operation. The SOP and rules had
been applied by the Ministry of Transportation and Communications and practice on all the tunnels on TaipeiYilan Freeway and Paghuashan Tunnel.
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Taipei-Yilan Freeway was opened in June, 2006. With low
confidence in the tunnel safety control on the overall society,
lots issues occurred. Without clarification in the very first by the
responsible division, all the misunderstandings, misgivings, and
blames that should be prevented were all occurred.
Professor Chen’s research about temperature raise and high
density carbon monoxide on the Xue-Shan Tunnel was published
as the headline news on China Times on both July 5 and July 6.
Unfortunately, few accidents occurred at the same time. It seems
that those accidents were due to improper
management, and therefore, the tunnel safety issue
was getting worse. In fact, all these worries and
disputes can be prevented in advance. All the possible scenarios and solutions were highlighted in
the conclusion of his cooperation project with Taiwan Area National Expressway Engineering
Bureau. For instance, “The simulation program for
the ventilation system in Xue-Shan Tunnel” he developed, can
analyze the temperature and carbon monoxide change in the
tunnel. Most of the possible situations had been highlighted, and
can be easily clarified. However, the responsible division took
no action at the very beginning and overall society was troubled.
As the chief project manager on the Xue-Shan Tunnel ventilation program, he feels that he has the responsibility to make it
clear to the public. Therefore, he wrote an article explaining all
the possible ventilation issues called “Temperature Rise Is Controllable in Xue-Shan Tunnel” published on China Times.
Professor Chen’s research suggestion had been applied on
many traffic regulations in Xue-Shan Tunnel. Some of the most
important ones are highlighted as follows:
1. Strict request that all vehicles keep a safe distance with
24 hours video camera monitor: Based on our research,
a stable traffic flow will ensure the temperature rise and
carbon monoxide density within the safety range and
lower the fire accident caused by the traffic accident at
the same time. In fact, the 50 meter safe distance can be
further reduced under well control.
2. Restrict oversize vehicles from roadways: According to
their research result, this approach will prevent the possible fender bender or rear-ended event and was applied
currently.
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3. Special-purpose road reserved for oversize vehicles: With
further analysis of their research on the oversize vehicles,
they do believe this approach will mitigate the possible
issues.
4. Set up station house and tunnel disaster relief equipment on the exit: They proposed this suggestion to get
minimal-latency for rescue based on our tunnel fire
smoke analysis.
5. Ask driver to open the radio channel when driving
through the tunnel: The control center can cut into the
police broad channel immediately, and will be able to
explain the disaster situation and the way to escape.
Therefore, pacify the public’s panic caused by the
disaster.
All these suggestions above are resulted from our research
conclusions as mentioned before. However, these passive approaches are not enough, and they also propose two more active
and dynamic management approaches as follows:
1. Using both the real time monitor system and “The simulation program for the ventilation system in Xue-Shan
Tunnel” to simulate the wind farm based on the traffic
flow. With the simulation, the best ventilation pattern
can be made and the control center will be able to make
the right decision and to take the action right after the
accident.
2. Restrict oversize vehicles from roadways, especially for
cabinet vehicle loading with combustible substance:
Learning from the Europe experience, oversize vehicles
are the main cause for both the traffic accident and temperature rise in tunnel and usually cause worse damage.
So many thoughts and feelings came to his mind
while the TECO Technology Award was received due
to his research result on Xue-Shan Tunnel. In
particular, he would like to thank and acknowledge
the role played by the award committee, for acknowledging the important work and contributions of my
10 years research on Xue-Shan Tunnel. The aids and
encouragements from the public play an important
role in advance research and discoveries in Science. With more
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encouragements than set-backs proliferate from the family to
the society, the world will become much peaceful. That’s the
reason to set up “The TECO Technology Award”. TECO is not
only renowned as a leading heavy electrical industrial brand, but
also as a leading manufacturer of home appliances, telecommunications equipment, IT systems, electromechanical components,
and commercial electronics. An independent, non-profit
organization, TECO Technology Foundation, was set up to educating young scientists and engineers, promoting forward looking and enhancing social well-being. Since the inauguration in
1993, the foundation has sponsored “The TECO Technology
Award” every year.
In the booming of electronics industry, many research
awards were provided to encourage electronics research. The
TECO Technology Award is aimed at recognizing the scientists
and engineers who excel in academic research, technological
innovation or technological industrialization as well as the individuals who contribute to the enhancement of social well-being.
Moreover, the TECO Technology Award is the first award provided by the enterprise on the mechanical engineering area; and
therefore, was most precious for mechanical engineering
researchers. Learning from the previous award lists, all the award
recipients had made substantial scientific contributions, which
were recognized nationally. People all know that
the non-monetary recognition of significant value
by the TECO Technology Award is far more important than the high-value monetary award.
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